This article explores, from the perspective of critical discourse analysis, how the news coverage of male and female Chinese Olympians of the 30 th London Summer Olympics in Chinese newspapers consistently perpetuates an ideology of gender inequality in the language through which achievement is recognized. The analysis reveals that while male athletes are described in terms which identify athletic achievement with masculinity, descriptions of female Olympians equate their achievements with submission to traditional female domestic roles. Due to the practice of the traditional kinship systems that define gender relations, newspapers in modern China constantly depict women as less competent than men, which has hindered the achievement of gender equality in Chinese society.
Introduction
In the 30 th London Summer Olympic Games, Chinese Olympians have made remarkable achievements. However, a comparison of the representation of female (Note 1) and male Olympians in Chinese newspaper discourse reveals a strong ideology of gender inequality the newspapers practice in portraying the former. Despite the newspapers' complimentary attitude toward both male and female Olympians' outstanding performance, the language of the reportage, ultimately constrains or even negates a discourse of superior athletic achievement by women through an emphasis on the portrayal of their traditional gender roles as well as feminine traits. By contrast, the depiction of male Olympians communicates a strong affirmation of their sports capacity and accomplishment by highlighting on their masculine features. Olympics are for breaking physical boundaries as expressed in the Olympic motto 'Swifter, higher, stronger'. Nevertheless, the unequal portrayal of female Olympians in Chinese newspaper discourse constrains, rather than transcends, the boundaries.
As Evans (1997, p. 10) argues, "a fundamentally biological construction of male and female sexuality continues to inform current approaches" to the exploration of gender inequality. Despite women and men are biologically different regarding to their reproductive anatomies, brain structures, and musculature, it does not add up to the automatic domination of men (Kimmel, 2011, p. 2) . Moreover, in Chinese society, gender relation is defined not on the basis of a biological view but has its unique social cultural roots. Without accounting for the social cultural traditions that shape the portrayal of women, it is inadequate to promote a change in the unequal representation of female Olympians in Chinese newspaper discourse, let alone that in the problem of gender inequality. As Lazar (2005, p. 13) states, "[i] nvestigations of the interrelations between gender, power, ideology and discourse are necessarily complex and multifaceted, which explains why feminist studies and CDA alike (and feminist CDA at their confluence) are open to interdisciplinary research". In this article, grounding on an elaboration on Chinese feminism and the social cultural traditions that define gender relations in traditional Chinese society, I aim to explore how the traditional hierarchal gender order is being perpetuated and publicized "with reference to distinct themes, outlining women's responsibilities and attributes in sexually implicated contexts and relationships" (Evans, 1997, p. 4) .
To this end, I will draw upon the news coverage of male and female Chinese Olympians during the 30 th London Summer Olympic Games held in London (27 July 2012 to 12 August 2012, London Time, Britain; and 27 July 2012 to 13 August 2012, Beijing Time, China) in three Chinese newspapers, including both that in Mandarin and English. Namely, the central governmental electronic Mandarin-only newspaper China Sports Daily, and the provincial newspaper Heilongjang Daily (published in Heilongjiang province in northeast China), as well as the central governmental English newspaper Xinhuanet.
As Markula (2009, p. 2) argues, it is "pertinent to analyse how newspaper coverage depicts Olympic athletes in their local, national context, but also provide comparison points regarding the commonalities between the news media in different [languages]" as it "provide[s] a 'global' reading of the differences and similarities between […] [the] coverage of the Olympics and their representation of women athletes [through different languages in the same local context]". Thus, an analysis of both Mandarin and English news texts that represent female Olympians in China would demonstrate how the gender ideology not only impacts the objective interpretation of gender relations on readers in China but also that on speakers of English in either SARs (Special Administrative Regions) in China or around the world when the reportage is circulated globally.
Literature Review
Researches on the issue of gender inequality in linguistic studies in China focus mainly on contrastive analysis of Mandarin and English on topics such as lexis and translation (see Chen, 2012; Pan, 2001; Xiao & Xiao, 2003; Feng, 2003; He, 2003; Fan & Zheng, 2007) , and few are on examining texts that are purely in Mandarin (see Quan, 2004; Shi, 2007; Mo & Jiang, 2006) . In addition, while most studies apply theories of Lexics, Pragmatics, and Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFG), less attention has been paid to the exploration of gender inequality from the perspective of CDA. Among the existing studies (see Wang, 2009; Dai, 2008; Qin, 2009) , only one examined the ideology of gender inequality by analyzing text that is in Mandarin (see Wang, 2009 ). Therefore, instead of a contrastive analysis, an exploration of English news texts complementary to that of Mandarin in this article would provide us a view of how a similar gender ideology is being perpetuated to wide scale in China.
However, despite existing CDA studies on gender inequality in China has drawn upon newspaper discourse (see Woman Journalists Association in the Capital, 1995; Yu, 2010; Tan, 2009) , there is a lack of research that examines sport news. As Dong (2003, p. 177) argues, "[s]port has been virtually neglected in mainstream feminist studies, although arguably it has played a considerable part in the world". Thus, based on an exploration of Mandarin and English sports news texts, in this article, I aim to explore how the ideology of gender inequality is being widely perpetuated in Chinese newspaper discourse.
Methodology

Method
Critical discourse analysis (CDA), which emphasizes the role of language in shaping social relations, saw its emergence in the 1970s (Wodak & Michael, 2001, p. 5) and has been interpreted from a variety of perspectives (see Van Dijk, 1995 Wodak & Michael, 2001; Wodak, 2005; Fairclough, 1989 Fairclough, , 1992 Fairclough, , 1995 Fairclough, , 2005 . The primary objective of CDA, according to Fairclough (2005, pp. 76-77) , is to account:
[T]he ways in which and extent to which social changes are changes in discourse … and discourse (re)constructs social life in processes of social changes, […] [and also to] identify through analysis the particular linguistic, semiotic and 'interdiscursive' features of 'texts' (in a broad sense) which are a part of processes of social change, but in ways which facilitate the productive integration of textual analysis into multi-disciplinary research on change. (emphasis added)
In other words, CDA commits itself to a change in the asymmetrical social power relationship through a change in the ideological use of language in discourse. As Habermas (1977, p. 259 ) puts it, "language is also a medium of domination and social force. It serves to legitimize relations of organized power". By examining the news representation of male and female Olympians, we aim to reveal how news language in the Chinese newspapers empowers male Olympians while disempowers female.
According to Fairclough (1989, pp. 25-26) , discourse constitutes three dimensions which he labelled as texts, interactions (process of production, process of interpretation), and contexts (social conditions of production, social conditions of interpretation) (emphasis in original). Corresponding to the three dimensions of discourse, Fairclough (1989, p. 26 ) distinguishes three phases of conducting CDA, namely, description, interpretation, and explanation of the text (emphasis added). In the phase of description, an analyst identifies and labels "the formal features (formal properties) of a text" (Fairclough, 1989, p. 26) . In this context, it is to identify the dominant ideological language the newspapers employ in describing the Olympians. In the phase of interpretation, a critical discourse analyst "is concerned with the relationship between text and interaction-with seeing the text as the product of a process of production, and as a resource in the process of interpretation" (Fairclough, 1989, p. 26) . In other words, in interpretation, critical discourse analysts are concerned with how texts are produced as a process of meaning construction. Therefore, by analysing the semantic meanings different language units, such as vocabulary and clause communicate, we are able to identify how the ideology of gender inequality in the Chinese newspapers is being produced. Lastly, in the stage of explanation, a critical discourse analyst "is concerned with stating the relationship between interaction and social context-with the social determination of the processes of production and interpretation, and their social effects" (Fairclough, 1989, p. 26) . Put another way, in the stage of explanation, a critical discourse analyst accounts for the influence of social contexts in shaping a particular type of ideology. Grounding on the description and interpretation of the news texts, we will finally explain how the social cultural roots of gender relations in traditional Chinese society affect the representation of women in modern Chinese society.
Research Questions
In this article, I aim to answer the following three research questions: 
Data Selection
As is forecasted earlier, in this article, we will conduct a critical discourse analysis of news texts in three Chinese newspapers. Namely, the electronic Mandarin-only central governmental newspaper China Sports Daily and the provincial newspaper Heilongjang Daily published in Heilongjiang province in northeast China, as well as the electronic English central governmental newspaper Xinhuanet.
China Sports Daily. Launched in 1958, China Sports Daily 'is a specialized newspaper on sports and it is run by China's Physical Education and Sport Committee' (Note 2). It is:
Designed to popularize physical education and exercises and elevate the Chinese' [sic] people level in sports competition, China Sports Daily clarifies the government's guidelines, policies, laws and regulations on sports, makes readers know the status and roles of sports in China's socialist modernization, and provides them the latest news of sports competitions at home or abroad (Note 3). (emphasis added)
As for the volume of China Sports Daily, it changes according to the quantity of news to be published each day. Basically, there are four to twelve volumes (Note 4) Xinhuanet. As an online news provider of the Xinhua News Agency, another central governmental newspaper Xinhuanet was launched in 1997 and was officially named Xinhuanet on 10 March 2000 (Note 7). It is "an important information organ of the central government, and an important platform for building up China's online international communication capacity" (Note 8), which aims to provide "around-the-clock news release with leading online public opinion at home and setting a good image of China abroad as its main task" (Note 9). In addition, it is 'most often the first to report China's major breaking news events, laws and regulations, appointments and removals of high-ranking officials' (Note 10). 
Analysis and Findings
Highlighting the Masculinity of Male Olympians
In portraying male Olympians, the three newspapers consistently compliment on the Olympians' achievements by highlighting their strength, power, and dominance. In all, the dominant language the three newspapers employ in portraying male Olympians reveals the affirmative attitude the newspapers express toward male Olympians' achievements through an emphasis on their masculine features. However, the presentation of female Olympians in the three newspapers is characterized by an undermining attitude towards their sports competence through a highlight on their feminine traits. In the sections to follow, we will then examine how the ideology of gender inequality is being perpetuated through the language of different semantic themes.
Denying the Great Athletic Potential and Outstanding Performance of Female Olympians
In depicting female Olympians, the three newspapers communicate a strong denial of the Olympians' great athletic potential and outstanding performance by constantly comparing and evaluating their performance against male's as if male Olympians are standards. As a case in point, we may consider the following examples: (Jiao Liuyang, considered as one of potential candidates for winning gold medal for China in swimming, once used 2 minutes and 1 second in training, which her coach Liu Haitao says he "had never seen before".) Xinhuanet E.g.1: However, her performances have raised eyebrows, with commentators questioning how she could produce such a dramatically improved performance and also swim the last 50 meters in the 400 meters medley faster than men's 400 meter champion Ryan Lochte. (Note 23) E.g.2: Ye said that she was no match with Lochte. "How can I be compared with Lochte," she said. "His 400m result was more than 20 seconds faster than mine, and he was totally relaxed over the last part of the race. But I was trying my best to come back from behind." (Note 24)
In Example 1 in China Sports Daily, the clause which is even less than the gold medalist Rochette's for 0.17 seconds in the 400 meters individual medley communicates an assumption that it is always man who are faster than woman in the 400 individual medley, and it is a big surprise if any woman performed better. In Example 2, the reference to the male sprinter champion Bolt (博尔特; Boerte) in justifying Ye's outstanding performance reveals the ideology that the significance of female Olympians' accomplishment is only recognizable when crowned with known male Olympian celebrities' names as if male's success is real success.
In Heilongjiang Daily, the examples communicate an ideology that woman is born to be incompatible to male in sports competence. To demonstrate, in Example 1, the clause who are much more competent than [her] (比自己 更强的男孩子; bi ziji gengqiang de nanhaizi) coveys the newspaper's naturalized assumption that woman is incompatible to man in athletic skills, and it is in vain for women to try it out. In Example 2, the clause which her coach Liu Haitao says he 'had never seen before' (此成绩是他"从未见过的; ci chengji shi ta 'congwei jianguo de') communicates an ideology that it is out of people's expectation that woman is capable of breaking record.
In Xinhuanet, a shared ideology is that woman is under no circumstances less capable than man in sports competence and there must be something suspicious if they outperformed man. In Example 1, the verb questioning, and the phrases raised eyebrows and dramatically improved performance communicate strongly the newspaper's suspicion of the female Olympian's fast progress and her stunning performance. This ideology is illustrated most clearly when it says that she swim the last 50 meters in the 400 meters medley faster than men's 400 meter champion Ryan Lochte as if male Olympians are the criteria of assessing the extent to which female Olympians' performance is normal. In Example 2, by quoting (in)directly the female Olympian's undermining comments on her own athletic competence that Ye said that she was no match with Lochte, and 'How can I be compared with Lochte', 'His 400m result was more than 20 seconds faster than mine, he was totally relaxed over the last part of the race. But I was trying my best to come back from behind', the newspaper is aiming to legitimatize its biased representation of female Olympians.
To conclude, the depiction of female Olympians in the three newspapers communicates an ideology that sports women are born to be less competent than sports men do. Despite female Olympians have, in a variety of cases, outperformed male, there is a strong discrimination against female Olympians' sports competence because of their female sexuality, or the biological features that distinguish them from male. Due to the misinterpretation of "nei-wai" (i.e. in-out) spatial bipolar gender distinction system proposed in Confucian classics, the society believes that women are to act in nei (in)-he private domain, and men in wai (out)-the public, both of whom are not permitted to transgress the other's space (Rosenlee, 2006, p. 69) . Consequently, when women enter wai-the
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Emphasizing the Obedience of Female Olympians to Authorities
In addition to a denial of woman's great athletic potential and outstanding performance, there is simultaneously an emphasis on their obedience to authorities -coach and farther, in China Sports Daily and Xinhuanet. To illustrate, we may take the following sentences as examples:
China Sports Daily E.g.1: 这个时候，坐在场边的教练薛保全马上起身，郭文珺也"知趣"地放下枪走向了教练。薛保全拍着郭 文珺的肩膀，说了很长时间。(Note 25) (At this time, the coach Xue Baoquan sitting on the sideline immediately got up, and Guo Wenjun also put down the gun accordingly and walked toward her coach. Xue Baoquan patted Guo Wenjun's shoulder and talked to her for a long time.) E.g.2: "这个小姑娘从来不吵不闹，你给她多少任务，她都会完成。教练交代游 10000 米，她只会游 12000 米，绝不会游 9900 米。" (Note 26)
("This girl never quarrels, and no matter how many tasks you give her, she will complete them. If the coach ordered her to swim 10 thousand meters, she will swim 12 thousands meters rather than 9.9 thousand meters".)
In coach Wei Wei's eyes, Ye was very self-disciplined who, unlike children of her age, never skipped training sessions. (Note 27) E.g.2: "Ordered to swim 1,000 meters, she would usually volunteer to make it 3,000," Wei said. "That's how she trained." (Note 28)
In Example 1 in China Sports Daily, the adverb accordingly ("知趣"地; zhiqudi) implicates the 'trained capacity' of sports woman in responding to the meaning of coaches' body languages. In Example 2, the phrase never quarrels and the clause no matter how many tasks you give her, she will complete them construct the female athlete as an agentless and passive recipient of the orders of coaches. Consequently, the emphasis put on describing female Olympians' obedience to coaches is in fact a conscious negation of acknowledging their great athletic competence.
Similarly, in Example 1 in Xinhuanet, the adjectival phrase very self-disciplined and the clause never skipped training sessions present us a highly obedient and conscious woman who never breaks rules in training. Moreover, in Example 2, the verbs ordered and volunteer establish an absolute authority of the male coach and the absolute obedience of the female Olympian as she is even willingly to take on more training tasks. Consequently, female Olympians' success, or at least their dedication, reflects less on their own commitment and focus than on their willingness to subordinate themselves to the male coach's authority. This submissiveness becomes a necessary element in the media's ability to "sell" their success to the public.
The virtue of obedience women are expected to display in Chinese society has its deep roots in traditional Chinese culture, and some acknowledgement of this traditional symbolic language of female virtue is (unconsciously) required to establish the ethos of female athletes. According to Andors (1983, p. 13) , in traditional Chinese society, any woman whose behaviours embody 'the three obediences', referring to '[i]n youth a girl was obedient to the wishes of her father; when married, to her husband; and in widowhood, to her son', would be regarded as ideal woman. In each of the three types of obediences, men are invariably the ones to whom women are supposed to obey to. As an incarnation of the father figure, male coaches, in the news texts, are depicted as the ones to whom female Olympians are expected to obey to.
Emphasizing the Appearance of Female Olympians
Another perspective on portraying female Olympians is the emphasis put on delineating their appearance through a focus on their clothing and physical condition in Heilongjiang Daily and Xinhuanet. The representation communicates an ideology that the longing for having beautiful appearance for a woman should not be forgotten under any circumstances, even during intense training. To illustrate, we may examine the following instances. (Later on, the little girl who looks weak entered the teachers' horizon when they came to select the potential candidates. From then on she stepped into the ranks of shooting.) Xinhuanet E.g.1: "Actually she wanted so much to wear long hair like other girls, but couldn't do so because of her training." (Note 31) E.g.2: "And when you like weightlifting you do not think about body shape or whether it's feminine," said Zhou.
Heilongjiang Daily
(Note 32)
In Example 1 in Heilongjiang Daily, instead of portraying the female Olympian's achievement, the newspaper depicts in detail her appearance from her head to feet. For instance, the newspaper employs the adjectives loose (宽 松; kuansong) and knee-length (过膝的; guoxi de) in portraying the style of the Olympian's clothes, and white (白 色; baise), denim (牛仔; niuzai) in illustrating the color and material of her clothes. Moreover, the newspaper also deploys the nouns T-shirt (T 恤; tixu), shorts (短裤; duanku), and sneakers (球鞋; qiuxie) in specifying the category of the Olympian's clothes. As for the impression the athlete leaves on people, the newspaper says that Bright eyes matched with shiny short hair (光泽的短发和明亮的眼神相映; guangze de duanfa he mingliang de yanshen xiangying). Similarly, in Example 2, rather than representing the female Olympian's outstanding performance, the newspaper then shifted to the portrayal of her weak physical condition through the phrase looks weak (外表柔弱; waibiao rouruo).
In Examples 1 and 2 in Xinhuanet, the delineation of the hairstyle and physical structure through clauses she wanted so much to wear long hair like other girls and when you like weightlifting you do not think about body shape or whether it's feminine communicates the newspaper's assumption of the ideal feminine traits female Olympians are expected to possess. It seems that the newspapers are complimenting on the female Olympians' dedication to training without giving priority to their appearance, they are simultaneously implicating that to become a complete or "perfected" high-calibre female athlete, she needs to be made physically appealing in ways that male athletes do not; she may appear masculine, however there is still the need to acknowledge the implied standard, even if they do not literally meet it.
Recasting the Female Olympian as Caring Mother and Virtuous Wife
A perspective that distinguishes the representation of female Olympians in Heilongjiang Daily from that in another two news outlets is the reinforcement of the traditional family roles they are expected to play. As an illustration, we may examine the following examples:
Heilongjiang Daily E.g.1: 她生完孩子后，我们大家明显感觉她更加成熟了，也许是孩子让她有了更多的动力和责任感。(Note 33) (After she gave birth, we have increasingly felt that she was more mature. Perhaps it is because child has given her more motivation and responsibility.) E.g.2: 虽然处在调整期，但结婚生子对她比赛成绩的影响其实并不大。(Note 34) (Despite that she is still in the adjustment period, there is not great impact of marriage and children on her race scores.)
In the two examples above, the female Olympian (Guo Wenjun, a shooter athlete) is depicted to be a caring mother and virtuous wife as shown through clauses child has given her more power and responsibility (孩子让她有了更 多的动力和责任感; haizi rang ta you le gengduo de dongle he zerengan), and there is not great impact of marriage and children on her race scores (结婚生子对她比赛成绩的影响其实并不大; jiehunshengzi duita bisaichengji de yingxiang qishi bing bu da). However, there is an ambiguity in Example 2 as it can be interpreted as either a praise or a criticism of the female Olympian. On one hand, it can be interpreted as the newspaper's praise on the Olympian's capability of playing different social roles simultaneously (being an athlete and being a mother at the same time) without having any role being imbalanced; on the other hand, it can be interpreted as the newspaper's criticism of the Olympian that she may not have paid enough attention to taking care of her family for pursuing her career. However, regardless of the ambiguous nature of this sentence, the shared ideology is that www.ccsenet.org/ijel
International Journal of English Linguistics Vol. 5, No. 2; 2015 women's duties are to take care of family and to act in domestic domains. As Rosenlee (2006, p. 47) remarks, "in the Chinese world, a woman is a 'woman' only because she is also a daughter, a wife, and a mother. There are no distinct qualities of "woman" as such". Therefore, "the description of a 'proper woman' must also be concurrent with the normative representation of familial, kinship roles assigned to woman in terms of daughter, wife, and mother" (Rosenlee, 2006, p. 47) , and the completion of fulfilling all these roles would ultimately define a "proper woman".
Depicting the Filial Piety of Female Olympians
Distinct from the representation of female Olympians from that in the other two newspapers, in Xinhuanet, women Olympians are represented as inheritors of the virtue of filial piety to parents. To illustrate, we may take the following cases as examples:
Xinhuanet E.g.1: "My family owns an orchard where they grow apples. I tried to go there and work for a while and help them out, but when I entered the orchard I was too big," she said. (Note 35) E.g.2: And whenever she got time to return, Ye would "treasure" the time and sometimes spend the whole day to knit a rose for her mom. (Note 36)
In the two examples above, the portrayal of female Olympians' filial piety to parents is represented through the willingly actions they take such as helping parents out in the orchard (see Example 1), or knit a rose for mom (see Example 2). The emphasis on the virtue of filial piety of women in the news texts communicates an ideology that women are the ones who should practice such virtue. As Rosenlee (2006, p. 123) explains, in traditional Chinese society, woman's activities are confined by "the three cultural imperatives", i.e. "filiality, patrilineality, and ancestor worship". The depiction of female Olympians in Xinhuanet is a perpetuation of the cultural imperatives which hinders the recognition of their athletic potential and competence.
Portraying Female Olympians as Materialistic and Utilitarian Beings
The perspective that distinguishes the delineation of female Olympians in Xinhuanet from that in the two Mandarin newspapers is the portrayal of female Olympians as passionate pursuers for materialistic things. To demonstrate, we will employ the following examples:
Xinhuanet E.g.1: "I am a pisces so I like romantic and pretty stuff. I also love shopping but I usually don't buy, because I can seldom find the suitable clothes. I just like being a company with my friends when we shop." (Note 37) E.g.2: The Olympics champion proposed to his girlfriend with his gold medal, and she accept [sic] it. (Note 38)
The description of the Olympian's hobby of shopping, expressed through clauses I like romantic and pretty stuff and I also love shopping in Example 1, and the association of the success of proposal with gold medal, demonstrated through the clause proposed to his girlfriend with his gold medal, and she accept it in Example 2, communicate an ideology that women are superficial, materialistic, and utilitarian being who sees relationship as commodities that can be transacted.
Conclusion
This article aimed to examine how Chinese newspaper discourse communicates an ideology of gender inequality in representing male and female Chinese Olympians. Grounding on the research questions we have proposed, an analysis of the news texts reveals that while the newspapers express an affirmation of male Olympians' accomplishments through an emphasis on their masculine features, female are denied recognition for their great athletic potential and outstanding performance which is then replaced by a highlight on the traditional gender roles they are expected to perform. In this case:
[W]omen become everything men are not (or do not want to be seen to be): where men are regarded as strong, women are weak; … where men are active, they are passive; […] Under this rationale, which aligns them everywhere with negativity, women are denied equal access to the world of public concerns as well as of cultural representation. (Gamble, 2006: Editor's Introduction)
The perpetuation of the ideology of gender inequality in depicting female Olympians in Chinese newspapers would not only deny female athletes an equal recognition for their outstanding sports competence, but also pose a barrier to the achievement of gender equality in Chinese society. As Kimmel (2011, p. 409) argues, "gender is not a property of individuals," instead, it is "a set of relationships produced in our social interactions with one another". Therefore, rather than employing a biological view in explaining gender relations in China, an www.ccsenet.org/ijel
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